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POLICE BLOTTER

Monday July 13, 2020

1804 Officers responded to 2227 E. David on a disturbance. They arrived and arrested a 17 yr. old, b/m, for assault. 20-25409

2113 Officers responded to 788 Willowdale on a warrant service. They arrived and arrested **Stephen A. Castiglia, w/m/33**, on several outstanding warrants. 20-25435

2122 **Paul R. Julick, w/m/53**, was issued a summons for drug paraphernalia. 20-25437

Tuesday July 14, 2020

1837 Officers responded to Moraine PD on a warrant service. They arrived and arrested **William Beekman, w/m/37**, on the warrant. 08-24216

2059 Officers responded to 2601 Bingham on a disturbance. They arrived and arrested **Anthony D. O'Reilly, w/m 24**, for menacing. **Cohen O'Reilly, w/m/2019**, was charged with disorderly and obstruction. 20-25533

Wednesday July 15, 2020

0630 Officers responded to 533 Telford on a domestic. They arrived and arrested **Melissa C. Brigeman, w/f/39**, on a warrant and obstruction. **Justin E. Philpot, w/m/26**, for DV and obstruction. 20-25560
1738  Officers responded to 2808 San Rae Apt. 1 on a disturbance. They arrived and arrested **Justin B. Ross, w/m/26**, for DV. 20-25633

1804  Officers responded to 1921 Hazel on a trespassing. They arrived and issued a criminal trespass summons to **Lucas A. Davis, w/m/30**. 20-25634

2125  Officers responded to 2700 Bingham and arrested Olivia N. Wilcox, w/f/27, on a warrant. **Jeffrey McMahon, w/m/18**, was arrested on a warrant and charged with obstruction and DC. 20-25533

0309  Officers responded to 3217 Wilmington on a disturbance. They arrived and arrested **Michael R. Powell, b/m/70**, for assault. 20-25683

**Thursday July 16, 2020**

0945  Officers served a warrant at KPD, via fax, on **Christopher T. King, w/m/20**, who was in the MCSO Jail. 20-21360

1758  Officers stopped a vehicle on Patterson at Horlacher and arrested **Dean A. Snyder, b/m/24**, on a warrant. 20-25750

**Friday July 17, 2020**

1852  Officers responded to Meijer on a theft. They arrived and issued a summons for theft to **Rhobyn I. Waggoner, b/m/43**. 20-25866

2002  Officers responded to 2724 San Rae on a domestic. They arrived and arrested **James Sousa, w/m/57**, for DV. 20-25871

2002  Officers responded to 1243 Devon a narcotics complaint. They arrived and arrested **Kelvin D. Snow, b/m/30**, for felony drug possession. 20-25872

0300  Officers responded to 4931 Harwich Apt D on a domestic. They arrived and arrested **Brandon M. Applin, b/m/21**, for DV. 20-25916

0333  Officers responded to Circle K at 1105 W. Dorothy on a robbery. Suspect was a black male who displayed a handgun and took cash/items. The investigation is on-going. 20-25918
Saturday July 18, 2020

1500 Ralph T. Baker, w/m/43, was issued a summons for menacing and disorderly conduct from an incident that happened on July 7, 2020. 20-24713

1912 Officers stopped a vehicle on Far Hills at Dorothy and arrested Dawn L. Wright, w/f/46, on a warrant. 20-25991

2257 Officers stopped a vehicle on Research at Rainbow and arrested Quaun L. Hewitt, b/m/32, on a felony warrant and failure to comply. 20-26021

Sunday July 19, 2020

1341 Officers responded to Meijer on a theft. They arrived and arrested James A. Ludy, w/m/47, on a warrant and theft charges. 20-26056

1947 Officers responded to 2837 Purdue on a domestic. They arrived and arrested Luther H. Powell, b/m/38, for felony DV and obstruction. 20-26093